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I understand that my submission will be
published on the DEM website and
provided to the applicant, but I require
that the government withholds my name
and contact details. I understand that it is
my responsibility to ensure personal
information is not included in the body of
my submission, any footers or headers or
any attachments

checked

Submission details
Issue Environmental Impact
Reference and page number (if known) MP 1.6-19
Comment Terramin'st statements of intent are

vague and very non-specific in terms of
HOW they are going to achieve the
broadly described standards of care they
aspire to. This is such a crucial issue,
particularly in this environmentally aware
and critically sensitive period. Bland,
vacuous assurances do not carry any
weight and do little to minimise the
potential for long term destruction of vital
resources (particularly local water, roads,
and pristine air)

Issue Community Policy
Reference and page number (if known) MP 1.7



Comment Terramin portray a conscientious
approach to a harmonious coexistence
with local community. This attitude is
completely superficial, and is belied by
Terramin being the only party to object
to the neighbouring development
proposal by Bird in Hand Winery to
develop their winery site to include a
state of the art, international art gallery
and sculpture park. There are three
individual winery cellar doors open to the
public within a few hundred metres of the
proposed mine site. The noise,
underground explosions (2 per day_ dust
and trucks driving along these roads will
deter tourists and effect cellar door
activity, drastically affecting local
employment and enjoyment of the
pristine Adelaide Hills environment by the
tens of thousands of visitors that come
from all over the world each year

Additional comments I totally oppose this mine going ahead
and cannot see it beign in the long term
interests of the Adelaide Hills area. Short
term financial gain by Terramin is hugely
disproportionate to the long term risk
created by their mining activities.




